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Annex III
THE UNIDROIT PRINCIPLES OF INTERNATIONAL
         COMMERCiAL CONTRACTSt
                        PREAMBLE
                  ( Purpose of the Principles)
     These Principles set forth general rules for international
copamereial contracts.
     They shall be applied when the parties have agreed that their
contract be governed by them.
     They may be applied when the parties have agreed that their
contract be governed by general principles of law, the lex mercaton'a or
the like.
     They may provide a solution to an issue raised when it proves
tmpossible to establish the relevant rule of the applicable law.
     They may be used to interpret or supplement international
                           'unifbrm law instruments.
     They may serve as a model fbr national and international
legislators.
         - CHAPTERI-GENERALPROVISIONS
                       ARTICLE 1.1
                   ( Freedom of contract )
  * From Michael Joachim Bonell : An International Restatement of
     Contract Law, 2nd ed, Transnational Publishers, Inc. New York, 1997,
     pp 217-292.
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The parties are firee to enter into a contract and to determine its
content.
                        ARTICLE 1.2
                      ( No form required)
                                      tt     Nothing in these principles requires a contract to be concluded
'     tt        '         'in or evidenced by writing. It may be proved by any means, including
 .                                                  '
                        ARTICLE 1.3
                  (Bindingcharacterofcontract)
     A contract validly entered into is binding upon the parties. It
can only be modified or terminated in accordance with its terms or by
agreement or as otherwise provided in these Principles.
                        ARTICLE 1.4
                      (Mandatory rules)
     Nothing in these Principles shall restrict the application of
mandatory rules, whether of national, international or supranational
origin, which are applicable in accordance with the relevant rules of
private international law.
                        ARTICLE 1.5
            (Exclusion or modification by the parties)
     The parties may exclude the application of these Principles or
derogate from or vary the effect of any of their provisions, except as
                     'otherwise provided in the Princip!es,
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                         ARTrCLE 1.6
       (Interpretation and supplementation of the Principles)
      (1)In the interpretation of these principles, regard is to be had to
their international character and to their purposes including the need
to promote unbormity in their application.
     (2}Issues within the scope of these Principles but not expressly
settled by them atre as fhr as possible to be settled in accordance with
their underlying general principles.
           '
                         ARTICLE 1.7
                  (Good faith and fair dealing)
     (1)Each party must act in accordance with good faith and fair
dealing in international trade.'
                                '            '     (2)The parties may not exclude or 1imit this duty.
                          ARTICLE 1.8
                     (Usages and practices)
     (1)Theparties are bound by any usageto which they have
agreedand by any practices which they haveestablishedbetween
themsebees.
               '    .(2)The parties are bound by a usage that is widely known to and .
                                                        'regularly observed in international trade by parties in the'particular-
trade concerned except where the application 'of such a 'usage wbuld
be unreasonable.
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                         ARTICLE 1.9
                           (Notice}
     {1)Where notice is required it may be given by any means
appropriate to the circumstances.
     C2)A notice is effective when it reaches the person to whom it is
 -                                                       '
                ''･ '(3)Forthepurposeofparagraph(2)anotice"reaches"aperson'
when given to that person only or delivered at that person's place of
business or rnailing address.
     (4)For the purpose of this article "notice" includes a declaration,
demand, request or any other communication of intention.
                        ARTICLE 1.･10
                        {Definitions)
In these principles
     - `CCourt" inctudes an arbitral tribunal;
     - Where a party has more than one place of business the
        relevant "place of business" is that which has the closest
        relationship to the contract and its performance, having
        regard to the circumstances known to or contemplated by
        the parties at any time before or at the conclusion of the
        contract;
     - "Obligof' refers to the party who is to perform an obligation
        and "obligee" refers to the party who is entitled to
        perforrnance of that obligation.
     - "Writing' means any mode of communication that preserves
        a record of the information contained therein and is capable
        of being, reproduced in tangible form.
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                CHAIYT'ER2-FORMATION
                      ARTICLE 2.1
                  (Mannerofformation)
     A contract rnay be concluded either by the acceptance of
an offer or by conduct of the parties that is sufflcient to show
                                          '
                      ARTICLE 2.2
                   (Dehnition of offer)
     A proposal for concluding a contract constitutes an offer if
it is sufficiently definite and indicates the intention of the offeror
tobeboundincaseofacceptan¢e. -
                      ARTICLE 2.3
                   (Withdrawal of offer)
     (1}An offer becornes effective when it reaches the offeree.
     (2)An offer, even if it is irrevocable, may be withdrawn if
l:: l]/Rlir9raWal reaches the offeree before or at the sarne time as
                      ARTICLE 2.4
                           '                   ( Revocation of offer)
     (1)Unti1 a contract is concluded ati offbr may be revoked if
the revocation reaches the offeree before it has clispatched an
acceptance.
     (2)However, an offer cannot be revoked
       a. if it indicates, whether by stating a fixed time for
          acceptance or otherwise, that it is irrevocable; or
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        b. if it was reasonable for the offeree to rely on the offer
           as being irrevocable and the offeree has acted in
           reliance on the offer.
                       ARTICLE 2.5
                     (Rejectionofoffer)
                    '   '                            ''                              'An offer is terminated when a rejection reaches the
   '                                                   '
                       ARTICLE 2.6
                   (Modeofacceptance)
      (1)A staternent rnade by or other conduct of the offeree
indicating assent to an offer is an acceptance. Silence or
inactMty does not in itself aTnount to acceptance.
      (2)An acceptance of an offer becomes effective when the
indication of assent reaches the offeror.
      (3)However, if, by virtue of the offeror as a result of
practices which the parties have established between
themselves or of usage, the offeree may indicate assent by
perfbrming an act without notice to the offeror, the acceptance
is effective when the act is perfbrmed.
                       ARTICLE 2.7
                   (Timeofacceptance)
     An offer must be accepted within the time the offeror has
fixed or, if no time is fixed, within a reasonab!e time having
rega;d to the circumstances, including the rapidity of the means
of communication employed by the offeror. An oral offer must be
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accepted immediately unless the circumstances indicates
otherwise.
                       ARTICLE 2.8
          (Acceptance within a fixed period of time)
      {1)A period of tirne for acceptance fixed by the offeror in a
telegram or a letter begins to run from the moment the telegrarn
is handed in for dispatch or from the date shown on the letter
or, if no such date is shown, from the date shown on the
envelope. A period of tirne for acceptance fixed by the oiferor by
means of instantaneous communication begins to run fro!ri the
moment that the offer reaches the offeree.
      (2)Official holidays or non-business days occurring during
the period for acceptance are included in calculating the period.
However, if a netice of acceptance cannot be delivered at the
address of the offeror on the last day of the period because that
day falls on qn official holiday or a non-business day at the
place of business of the offeror, the period is extended unti1 the
first business day which fbllows.
                       ARTICLE 2.9
              '          (Late acceptance. Delgy in transmission}
                                   '                      ' '                          '                  '   ' . (1}A late acceptance is nevertheless effegtive as an
                                                       'ac6eptance if without undue delay the offeror so informs the
offeree or gives notice to that effect.
     (2)If a letter or other writing containing a late acceptance
shows that it has been sent in such circumstances that if its
                                                 'transmission had been normal it would have reached the
                                              'offeror in due tirne, the late acceptance is effective as an
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acceptance unless, without undue delay, the offeror inforrns the
offeree that it considers the offer as having lapsed.
                      ARTiCLE 2.10
                 (Withdrawal of acceptance )
                 '             ''                                ''       '           '     An acceptance rnay be withdrawn if the withdrawal
reaches the offeror before or at the same time as the acceptance
wouldhavebecomeeffective. ･･ '
                      ARTICLE 2.11
                   (Modified acceptance)
     (1)A reply to an offer which purports to be an acceptance
but contains additions, 1imitations or other rnodifications is a
rejection of the offer and constitutes a counter-offer.
     (2)However, a rePly to an ofTer which purports to be an
acceptance but contains additional or different terms which do'
not materially alter the terms of the offer constitutes an
acceptance, unless the offeror, without undue delay, objects to
the discrepancy. If the offeror does not object, the terms of the
contract are.the terms of the offer with the moclifications
contained in the acceptance.
                          '                      ARTICLE 2.12
                        '                 {Writings in confirmation)
     If a writing which is sent within a reasonable tiine after
the conclusion of the contract and which purports to be a
confirmation of the contract contains additional or dilferent
terrns, such terms become part of the contract, unless they .
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  materially alter the contract or the recipient, without undue
  delay, objects to the discrepancy.
                       ARTICLE 2.13
    ( Conclusion of contract dependent an agreement on specdic
                 matters or in a specific foml )
       Where in the course of negotiations one of the parties
  insists that the contract is not concluded until there is
  agreement on specinc matters or in specific form, no contract is
  concluded before agreement is reached on those matters or in
  that form.
                       ARTICLE 2.14
           ( Contract with terms deliberately left open)
                                  /       (1)If the parties intend to conclude a contract, the fact
  that they intentionally leave a term to be agreed upon in funher
  negotiations or to be determined by a third person does not
  prevent a contract from coming into existence.
       (2)The existence of the contract is not affected by the fact
  that subsequentiy
         a. the parties reach no agreement on the terrn; or
         b.･the third person does not deterrnine the term,
                      'provided that there is an alternative means of rendepmg the
                   '. term definite that is reasonable in the circumstances, having
                                              '        '  regard to the intention of the parties.
                       ARTICLE 2.15
                  (Negotiationsinbadfaith)
       (1)A party is free to negotiate and is not Iiable for failure to
 reach an agreement.
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      (2)However, a party who negotiates or breaks off
negotiations in bad faith is liable for the losses caused to the･
other party.
     (3)It is bad faith, in particular, for a party to enter into or
conhnue negotiations when intending not to reach an
agreementwiththeotherparty.. ･ ..t .             '
                     ARTrCLE 2.16
                 {Dutyofconfidentiality)
     Where information is given as confidential by one party in
the course of negotiations, the other party is under a duty not to
disclose that information or to use it improperly for its own
purposes, whether or not a contract is subsequently conctuded.
Where appropriate, the remedy for breach of that duty may
include compensation based on the benefit received by the other
party.
                     ARTICLE 2.17
                    (Mergerclauses)
     A contTaet in writing which contains a clause indicating
that the writing completely embodies the terms on which the
parties have agreed cannot be contradicted or supplemented by
evidence of prior staternents or agreements. However, such
statements or agreements may be used to interpret the Nvriting.
                     ARTICLE 2.18
               ( Written modification clauses )
     A contract in writing which contains a clause requiring
any modification or terrnination by agreement to be in writing
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   may not be otherwise modified or terminated. However, a party
   may be precluded by its conduct from asserting such a clause to
   the extent that the other party has acted in reliance on that
   conduct.
                        ARTICLE 2.19
               ( Contracting under standard terms)
        (1)When one party or both parties use standard terms in
   concluding a contra¢t, the general rules on formation apply,
   subject to Article 2.20 - 2.22.
        (2)Standard terms are provisions which are prepared in
   advance for general and repeated use by one party and whlch
   are actually used without negotiation with the other party.
                        ARTICLE 2.20
                      (SuTprisingterms)
                                            '        (1)No term contained in standard terms which is of such
  character that the other party could not reasonably have
  expe¢ted it, is eifective unless it has been expressly accepted by
  that party.
        (2)In cletermining whether a term is of such a character
      '  regard is to be had to its content, language and presentatiori.
   .t                                  tt           '                                   tt t        ','
    (Conthct between standard terms and non-standard terTns)
       In case of conflict between a standard term and a term
  which is not a standard term the latter prevails.
                       ARTrCLE 2.22
                      (Battleoffbrms)
s
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         Where both parties use standard terms and reach
    agreement except on those terrns, a contract is concluded on the
    basis of LLhe agreed terms and of any standard terms which are
    common in substance unless one party clearly indicates in
    advance, or. Ietter and without undue delay informs the other
    party, that it does not intend to be bound by such a contract.. '
       '                               '                                                     '    ' '                      CHAIVI'ER3-VALIDITY
                          ARTICLE 3.1
                      (Matters not covered)
         These Principles do not deal with invalidity arising from
              a. Iack ofcapacity;
              b. Iack of authority;
              c. immorality or Megality.
                          ARTICLE 3.2
･ (Validity of mere agreement)
         A contact is concluded, modified or terrninated by the
   mere agreement of the parties, without any funher requirement.
                         ARTrCLE 3.3
                      (Initial impossibMty)
         (1}The mere fact that at the time of the conclusion of the
   contract the perforinance of the obligation assumed was
 ' impossible does not aflrect the validity ofthe contract.
         {2)The mere fact that at the ime of the conclusion of the
   contract q party was not entitied to dispose of the assets to
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which the contract relates does not affect the validity of the
contract.
                      ARTrCLE 3.4
                  ( Definition of mistake )
     Mistake is an erroneous assumption relating to facts or to
law existing when the contract was concluded.
                      ARTICLE 3.5
                   ( Relevant mistake)
     (1)A party may only avoid the contract for mistake if,
when the contract'was concluded, the mistake was of such
importance that a reasonable person, in' the sarne situation as
the party in error would only have concluded the contract on
materially different terms or would not have concluded it at all if
the true state of affairs had been known, and
          a. the other party rnade the same mistake, or
             caused the mistake, or knew or ought to have
             known of the mistake and it was contrary to
             reasonable comrnercial standards of fair dealing
             to leave the mi$taken party in error; or
          '          '          b. the other party had not at the time of avoidanee                 tt                                 '         actedinreliar}ceonthecontract. ･･..-
     (2)HoweVer, a party may not avoid the contract if
          a. it was grossly negligent in committing the
             mistake' or                    ,
          b. the mistake relates to a matter in regard to
             which the risk of mistake was assumed or
             having regard the circumstances, should be
             borne by the mistaken party.
."･ ..･wh･
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                      ARTICLE 3.6
            (Error in expression or transmission)
     An error occurring in the expression or transrnission of a
declaration is considered to be a mistake of the perspn from
                                             'whom'thedeclarationemanated.' ' ''
                      ARTICLE 3.7
              (Remediesfbrnon-performance)
     A party is not entitled to avoid the contract on the ground
of mistake if the circumstances on which that party relies
afford, or could have afforded, a remedy for non-performance.
                      ARTICLE 3.8
                       ,(Fraud)
     A party may avoid the contract when it has been led to
conclude the contract by the other party's fraudulent
representation, including language or practices, or fraudulent
non-disclosure of circumstances which, according to reasonable
commercial standard of fair dealing, the latter party should have
disclosed.
                      ARTICLE 3.9
                        (Threat)
     A party may avoid the contract when it has been led to
conclude the contract by the other party's uajustified threat
which, having regard to the circumstances, is so imrninent and
serious as to leave the first party no reasonable alternative. In
particular, a threat is uajustified if the act or omission with
i
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threatened is wrongfu1 in itselg or it is
means to obtain the conclusion of the
l
                       ARTICLE 3.10
                      ( Gross disparity)
       {1)A party may avoid the contract or an individual term of
  it' if, at the time of the conclusion of the contract, the contract or
  term uajustifiably gave the other party an excessive advantage.
  Regard is to be had, among other factors, to
            a. the fact that the other party has taken unfair
               advantage of the first party's dependence,
               economic distress or urgent needs, or of its
               irnprovidence, igriorance,'inexperience or lack of
               bargaining skill; and
            b. the nature and purpose of tihe contract.
       (2)Upon the request of the party entitled to avoidance, a
 court may adapt the contract or terrn in order to'make it accord
 with reasonable commercial standards of fair dealing.
       (3)A court may also adapt the contract or term upon the
 request of the party receiving notice of avoidance, provided that
 party informs the other pEutsr ef its request promptly after
 receiving such notice and before the other party has acted in
                '-'reliance on it. The provisions of Article 3.13(2)'apply
    '          '                       'accordingly. '
                         ARTICLE3.11 -
                         (Third person}
       (1)Where frarid, threat, gross disparity or. a party's
 mistake is imputable to, or is known or ought to be known by, a
246
third person for whose acts the other party is responsible, the
contract rnay be avoided under the same conditions as if the
behavior or knowledge had been that of the party itself.
     (2)Where fraud, threat or gross disparity is iniputable to a
third person for whose acts the other party is not responsible,
the contract rnay be avoided if that party knew or ought to have
knQwn of the fraud, threat or disparity, or has not at time of
avpidanc'e acted in reliahce on the contract.
ARTICLE 3.12
(Confumation)
     If the party entitled to avoid the contract expressly or
impliedly confirms the contract after the period of time for giving
notice of avoidance has begun to run, avoidance of the contract
is excluded.
   ARTICLE 3.13
( Loss of right to avoid)
     {1)If a party is entitled to avoid the contract for mistake
but the other party declares itseif willing to perform or performs
the contract as it was understood by the party entitled to
avoidance, the contract is considered to have been concluded as
the'latter party understood it. The other party must rnake such
a declaration or render such perfdrmance promptly after having
been informed of the manner in which the party entitled to
avoidance had understood the contract and before that party
has acted in reliance on a notice of avoidance.
     (2)After such a declaration or performance the right to
avoidance is lost and ariy earlier notice of avoidance is
ineffective.
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                        ARTICLE 3.14
                     ( Notice of avoidance )
     The right of a party to avoid the contract is exercised by
notice to the other party.
                        ARTICLE 3.15
                        (Time 1imits)
     (1)Notice of avoidance shall be given within a reasonable
tirne, having regard to the circumstances, after the avoidmg
party knew or could not have been unaware of the relevant facts
or became capable of acting freely.
     (2)Where an individual terrn of the contract may be
avoided by a party under Article 3,10, the period of tirne giving
notice of avoidance begins to run when that term is asserted by
the other party.
                        ARTICLE 3.16
                      (Partial avoidance)
     Where a grQund of avoidance affects only individual terms
6f the contract, the effect of avoidance is limited to those terms
unless, having regard to the circumstances, it is unreasonable
toupholdtheremainingcontract. ' '･.'
                                            ''                      '
                       'ARTICLE 3.17
                ( Retroactive effect of avoidance )
     (1)Avoidance takes eilect retroactively.
     (2)On avoidance either party may claim restitution of
whatever it has supplied under the contract or the part of it
248
avoided, provided that it concurrently makes restitution of
whatever it has received under the contract or the part of it
avoided or, if it cannot make restitution in kind, it makes an
                                          'allowance fbr "inat it has received.
                        ARTICLE 3.18       '        '
        '             '        '                       '                                        tt                         '     Irrespecttve of whether or not the, contract has'been
avoided, the party who knew or ought to have known of the
ground for avoidance is liable for damages so as to put the other
party in the sarne position in which it would have been if it had
not concluded the contract.
                       ARTICLE 3.19
             ( Mandatory character of the provisions)
     The provisions of this Chapter are mandatory. Except
insofat as they relate to the binding force of mere agreement,
initial impossibility or rnistake.
                       ARTICLE 3.20
                   (Unilateraldeclarations}
     The provisiens of this Chapter apply 'with appropriate
adaptations to any communication of intention addressed by
one party to the other.
                CHAPTER4-INTERPRETATION
                        ARTICLE 4.1
                   (Intention of the parties}
1I
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      (1)A contract shall be interpreted according to the
common intention of the parties.
      (2}If such an intention cannot be established, the contract
shall be interpreted according to the meaning that reasonable
persons of the same kind as the parties would give to it in the
same crrcumstances.
                          ARTICLE 4.2
          (Interpretation of statement and othe; conduct)
     (1)The statements and other conduct of a party shal1 be
    'interpreted to that party's intention if the other party knew or
could not have been unaware of that intention.
     (2)If the preceding paragraph is not applicable, such
                                  'staternents and other conduct shall be interpreted accorcling to
the meaning that a reasonable person of the sarne kmd as the
other party would give to it in the same circumstances.
                '
                          ARTICLE 4.3
                    (Relevantcircumstances)
     In applying Articles 4.1 and 4.2, regard shall be had to all
the circumstances, including -.'
                                          '             ''  '.'a.prelipainarynegotiationsbetweentheparties; ･. .
          'b. practices which the party have established between
       'themselves; ･
     c. the conduct of the parties subsequent to the
        conclusion of the contract;
     d. the nature and purpose of the contract;.
                                                 '     e. the meaning commonly given to terms and expression
        in the trade concerned;
     f. usages.
250
                        ARTICLE 4.4
        ( Reference to contract or statement as a whole )
     Terms and expressions shall be interpreted in the light of
the whole contract or statement in which they appear.
      '                             '''    '      tt            '                        ARTICLE4.5 -
          '   ' '(Alltermstobegiveneffects)
     Contract terms shall be interpreted so as to give effect to
all the terms rather that to deprive some of them of effect.
                       ARTICLE 4.6
                { Contra proferentem rule )
     If contract terms supplied by one party are unclear, an
interpretation against that party is preferred.
                      ARTICLE 4.7
                (Linguisticdiscrepancies)
     Where a contract is drasvn up in two or more language
versions which are equally authoritative there is, in case of
discrepancy between the versions, a preference for the
interpretation according to a version in which the contract was
originally drawn up.
                     ARTICLE 4.8
              (Supplying an omitted term)
     (1)Where the parties to a contract have not agreed with
respect to a terrn which is important for a determination of their
251
rights and duties, a term which is appropriate in the
circumstances shall be supplied.
     (2)In determining what is an appropriate term regard shal1
                                   'be had, among other factors, to
                    English Version
a. the intention of the parties;
                                    'b. the nature and purpose of the contract;
c. good faith and fair dealing;
d. reasonableness.
l1
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                          CHAPTER-5-･CONTENT
                               ARTICLE 5.1
                      ( Express and imp!ied obligations)
                                          '         The contractual obligations D.f tt..s) pai'ties may be exFr7.sr, or,
    implied.
               - ARTICLE5.2･ {Impliedobligations)                                                     ''                                              t.
         I.rnplied obligations stem from
              a. the nature and purpose of the contract;
              b. practices established between t.he parties aiid usages;
              c. good faith and fais' dealing;
              d. reasonahleness.
l
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                           ARTICLE 5.3
                  (Co-operattonbetweentheparties}
  . Each party shall co-operate with the other party when such co-
                                                          'operation may reasonably be excepted for the performance of thatparty'sobligations.. ･ . .'
                                                           ''' '          '                                                      '            '        '      '   '            '                                          '   '                           ARTICLE 5.4
                   (Dutytoachieveaspecificresult
                      Dutyofbesteffbrts)
     Cl}To the extent that an obligation of a party involves a duty to
achieve a specMc result, that party is bound to achieve that result.
     {2}To the extent that an oblig,ation of a party involves a duty of
                            /best effbrts in the perfbrrnance of an activity, that party is bound to
make such efforts as would be made by a reasonable person of the
same kmd in the sarne circumstances.
                           ARTICLE 5.5
               (Determinationofkmdofdutyinvolved)
     In determining the extent to which obligation of a party involves'
a duty a of best effbrts in the performance of an activity or a duty to
achieve a specinc result, regard shal1 be had, among other factors, to
          a. the way in which the obligation is expressed in the
             contract;
          b, the contractual price and other terms of the contract;
          c. the degree of risk normally involved in achieving the
             expected result;
          d. the ability of the other party to influence the
             perfbrmanceoftheobligation.
l
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                             ARTICLE 5.6
                 (Determinationofqualityofper[fbrmance)
                                            '       Where the quality of perforrnance is neither fixed by, nor
  deterrninable from, the contract a party is bound to render a
  performance of a quality that is reasonable and not less than average
  in the circurnstances.
                             ARTICLE 5.7
                          (Price determination)
       {1)Where a contract does not fix or make provision for
  determining the price, the parties are considered, in the absence of
  any indication to the contrary, tp have made reference to the price
  generally charged at the time of the conclusion of he contract for such
  performance in comparable circumstances in the trade concerned or,
  if no such price is available, to a reasonable price.
       (2}Where the price is to be determined by one party and that
  deterrnination is manifestly unreasonable, a reasonable price shal1 be
  substituted notwithstanding any contract term to the contrary.
       (3)Where the price is to be fixed by a third person, and that
                                                          ''  person cannot or wi11 not do so, the price shal1 be a reasonable price. ,
    ,, (4)Where the price is to be fixed by reference to facters which
                '
..
 do not exist or have ceased to exist or to be aecessible, the nearest
  equivalent factor shall be treated as a substitute.
                             ARTICLE 5.8
                    (Contract for an indeimite period)
                                             '       A contract for an indefinite period may be ended by either party
  by giving notice a reasonable tirne in advance.
254
                    CHAFrl'ER6-PERFORMANCE
              SECTION 1:PERFORMANCE IN GENERAL
                        ARTICLE 6.1.1
                  . (Timeofperfbrmance)
     A party must perform its obligations:
           a. if a time is fixed by or determinable from the contract,'
             at that tirne;
          b. if a period of time is fixed by or deterrninable from the
             contract, at any time within that period unless
             circumstances indicate that the other party is to
             choose a time;
          c, in any other case, within a reasonable time after the
             conclusion of the contract.
                           ARTICLE 6.1.2
            ( Performance at one time or in installments)
                           '
     In cases under Article 6.1.1(b) or (c}, a party must perform its
obligations at one tirne if that performance can be rendered at one
imeandthecircumstancesdo.notindicateotherwise. '
                          ARTICLE 6.:.3
                       (Partialperformance}
     (1)The obligee may reject an offer to perform in part at the time
perfbrrnance is due, whether or not such ofler is coupled with an
assurance as to the balance of the performance, unless the obligee
has no legitimate interest in so doing.
255
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performance are to
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   ARTICLE 6.1.4
{Orderofpeiformance)
      (1)To the extent that the performances of the parties can be
rendered simultaneously, the parties are bound to render them
simultaneously unless the circurnstances indicate otiherwise.
      (2)To the extent that the perfbrmance of only one party requires
a period of time, that party is bound to render its perfbrrnance first,
unless the circurnstances indicate otherwise.
   ARTICLE 6.1.5
(Earlierperfbrmance)
       {1)The obligee may reject an earlier performance unless it has
 no legitimate interest in so doing.
       (2)Acceptance by a party of an earlier perfbrmance does not
 affect the time for the performance of its own obligations if that time
 has been fixed irrespective of the perforrnance of the other party's
     '                                                        ''obligations. '
       (3)Adclitional expenses caused to the obligee by earlier
                                                     '' performance age to be borne by the obligor, without prejudice to anY
                         ', other remedy.
   ARTICLE 6.1.6
(Placeofperformance)
      (1)If the place
determinable from, the
of erfbrmance is neither
contract, a party is to perform :
fucedby, or
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         a. a monetary obligation, at the obligee's place of
            business;
        b. any other obligation, at its own place of business;
     (2)A party must bear any increase in the expenses incidental to
perfbrrnance which is caused by a change in its place of business
subsequent to the.conclusion of the ¢ontract.
            ARTICLE 6.1.7
(Payment by cheque or other instrument)
     (1)Payment may be made in any form used in the ordinary
                                          'courseofbusinessattheplaceforpaynient. '
     (2)However, an obligee who accepts, either by virtue of
paragraph {1) or voluntarily, a 'cheque, any other order to pay or a
prornise to pay, is presumed to do so only on eondition that it wi11 be
honoured.
      ARTICLE 6.1.8
{Payment by funds transfer)
     (1)Unless the. obligee has indicated a particular account,
payment may be made by a transfer to any of the financial institutions
in which the obligee has made it known that it has an account.
     (2)In case of payment by a transfer the obligation of the obligor
is discharged when the transfer to the obligee's financial institution
becomes effective.
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                            ARTICLE 6.1.9
                        (Currencyofpayment)
      (1)If a rnonetary obligation is expressed in a currency other than
that of the place for payment, it may be paid by the obligor in the
currency of the place for payment unless
           a. that currency is not freely convertible; or
           b. the parties have agreed that payment should be made
             only in the currency in which the monetary obligation is
             expressed.
      (2)If it is impossible for the obligor to rnake payment in the
currency in which the monetary obligation is expressed, the obligee
may require payment in the currency of the place for payment, even
in the case referred to in paragraph (1)(b}.
     (3)Payment in the currency. of the place for payment is to be
made according to the applicable rate of exchange prevailmg there
when payment is due.
     (4)However, if the obligor has not paid at the time when
payment is due, the obligee may require payment according to the
applicable rate of exchange prevailing either when payment is due or
at the time of actual payment.
                                   '  '                           ARTrCLE 6.1.10 .
                       (Currencynotexpressed}- ,
                                         '                                          '   tt                '                                  t tt.     Where a monetary obligation is not expressed in a particular
currency, payment must be made in the currency of the place where
payment is to be made.
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                         ARTICLE 6.1.11
                       ( Costs of perfbrmance )
     Each party shall bear the costs of performance of its obligation.
                         ARTIeLE 6.1.12
                      (Imputation of payment)
      '                                                   '     (1)An obligor owing several monetaty obligations to the same
obligee may specify at the time of payrnent the debt to which it intends
the payment to be applied. However, the payrnent discharges first any
expenses, then interest due and finally the principal.
     (2)If the obligor makes no such specification, the obligee may,
within reasonable time after payment, declare to the obligor the
obligation to which it imputes the payment, provided that the
obligation is due and undisputed.
     (3)In the absence of imputation under paragraph (1) or (2),
payment is imputed to that obligation which satisfies one of the
following criteria and in the order indicated;
          a. an obligation which is due or which is the first to fal1
             due;
          b. the obligation for which the obligee has least security;
          c. the obligation which is the rnost burdensome for th'e
                                           '     obligor;
          d. the obligation which has arisen first.
If none of the preceding criteria applies, payrnent is imputed to all
obligations proportionally.
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                          ARTICLE 6.1.13
               (Imputation of non-monetary obligations)
     Article 6.1.12 applies with appropriate adaptations to the
imputation of perforrriance of non-monetary obligations.
                          ARTICLE 6.1.14
                  ( Application for public permission )
              '     Where the law of State requires a public permission affecting the
                          'validity of the contract or its perforrriance and neither that law nor the
circumstances indicate otherwise
           a. if only one party has its place of business in that State,
            that party shall take the measure necessary to
            obtain the permission;,
           b. in any other case the party whese performance
             requires permission shall take the necessary
             measures.
                         ARTICLE 6.1.15
               {Procedureinapplyingforper[fbrrnance)
                                 '
                              tt                         '     (1)The party required to take the measures necessary to obtain
                         'the permission shal1 do so without undue delay and shal1 bear anyexpensesincurred. .. ' '･.･-                                            '    t.' (2)[EhatpartyshalIwheneverappropriategivetheotherparty
notice of the grant or refusal of such permission without undue delay.
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       ARTICLE 6.1.16
( Perrnission neither granted nor refused}
      (1)If, notwithstanchng the fact that the party responsible has
taken all measures required, permission is nejther granted.nor
    'refused within an agreed period or, where no period has been agreed, .
           'within a reasonable tirne from the conclusion of the contract, either
                                                         ttparty is entitled to terminate the contract. '
      (2)Where the permission affects some terrns only, paragraph (1}
does not apply re having regard to the circumstances, it is reasonable
to uphold the remaining contract even if the perrnission is refused.
  ARTICLE 6.1.17
(Permissionrefused)
     (1)The refusal of a perrnission affecting the validity of the
contract renders the contract void. If the refusal affects the validity of
some terms only, only such terms are void if, having regard to the
circumstances, it is reasonable to uphold the remaining contract.
     (2)Where the refusal of a permission renders the perfbrmance of
the contract impossible in whole or in part, the rules on non-
performance apply.
SECTION 2:HARDSHIP
    ARTICLE 6.2.1
(eontract to be observed)
1
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      Where the perfbrmance of a contract becomes more onerous for
one of the panies, that party is nevemheless bound to perfbrm its
obligations subject to the fo11owing provisions on hardship.
                          ARTICLE 6.2.2
                       (Definitionofhardship)
     There is hardship where the occurrence of events fundamentally
'alters the equMbrium of the contract either because the cost of a
                              'party's perforrnance has increased or because the value of the
performance a party receives has diminished, and
           a.the events occur or'become known to the
             disadvantaged party after the conclusion of the
             contract;
           b. the events could not reasonably hasre been taken into
             account by the disadvantaged party at the time of the
             conclusion of the contract;
           c. the events are beyond the control of the disadvantaged
             party; and
           d. the risk of the events was not assumed by the
             disadvantaged party.
                                    '     '                             ARTICLE 6.2.9.
                                '                           (Effectsofhardship)- ,'
                      '                       t ttt     (1)In case of hardship the disadvantaged party is entitled to
request renegotiations. The request shall be made without undue
delay and shall indicate the grounds on which it is based.
     (2)The request for renegotiation does not in itself entitle the
disadvantaged party to withhold performance.
     (3)Upon failure to reach agreement within a reasonable time
either party may resort to the court.
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(4)If the court finds hardship it may, if reasonable,
     a. terminate the contract at a date and on terms to
        fixed; or
     b. adapt the contract with a view to restoring
                     'equMbrium.
                    '         CHAurER7-NON-PERFORMANCE･
                  '  '          '        tt                      ''          '   SECTION 1:NON-PERFbRMANCE IN GENERAL
be
its
                       ARILICLE 7.1.1
                  (Non-perfbrmancedefined)
                                       '     Non-performance is failure by a party to perforrn any of its
obligatiens under the contract, including defective performance or late
perfontrlance;
                       ARTICLE 7.1.2
                (Interference by the other party)
     A party rnay not rely on the non-perfbrmance of the other party
to the extent that such non-performance was caused by the first
party's act or omission or by another event 'as to which the first party
                                       'bears the risk.
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                         ARTICLE 7.1.3
                    (Withholdingperfbrmance}
       (1)Where the parties are to perform simultaneously, either party
  may withhold performance until the other party tenders its
  performance.
       (2)Where the parties are to perfbrm consecutively, the party that
  is to perfbrm later may withhold its perfbrmance until the first party
  has performed.
                         ARTICLE 7.1.4
                  ( Cure by non-perfbrming party}
       (1)The non-performing party may, at its own expense, cure any
                              'non-perfbrrnance,providedthat /'
                               '            a. without undue delay, it gives notice indicating the
               proposed manner and timing of the cure;
            b. cure is appropriate in the circumstances;
            c. the aggrieved party has no legitimate mterest m
               refusing cure; and
            d. cure is effected promptly.
       (2)The right to cure is not precluded by notice of terrnination...
, . (3)Upon effective notice of cure, rights of the .aggrieyed palty
  tija.t are inconsisFent with the non-p'eTfomiing partY's perfomlance age
                                                     'suspendedunulthetirneforcurehasexpired.. . . -
       (4)The aggrieved party may withhold perfbrrnance pending cure.
       {5)Notwithstanding cure, the aggrieved party retains the right to
  clairn damages fbr delay as well as fbr any harm caused or not
                                             '  prevented lry the cure. '
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                        ARTICLE 7.1.5
               (Additionalperiodforperfbrmance)
     (1)In a case of non-perforrnance the aggrieved party'may by
                                                     ''notice to the other party allow an additional period of time fbr
perfbrmance
                                                            '' '     (2)During the additional period the aggrieved party lp.qy,
ivithhold perforrpance of its own reciprocal obligations and may 'claim
damages but may not resort to anY other remedy. If it receives notice
from the other party that the latter will not per[fbrm within that period,
or if upon expiry of that period due perfbrmance has not been made,
the aggrieved party may resort to any of the remedies that may be
available under this Chapter.
     (3)Whgre in case of delay in performance which is not
fundamental the aggrieved party has given notice allowing an
additional period of time of teasonable length, it rnay terminate the
contract at the end of that period. If the additional period allowed is
not of reasonable length it shal1 be extended to'a reasonable length.
The aggrieved party may in its notice provide that if the other party
                                       'fails to perform within the period allowed by the notice the contract
                                       'shall autornatically terrninate.
     (4)Paragraph (3) does not apply where the obligation which has
not been perfbrTned is .only a minor part of the contractual obligation
of the non-performing party.
                       ARTICLE 7.1.6
                     (Exemption clauses)
     A clause which 1imits or excludes one party's liability for non-
perforrnan¢e or which permits one party to render performance
substantially different from what the other party reasonable expe¢ted
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rnay not be invoked if it would be grossly unfair to do so, having
regard to the purpose of the contract.
                       ARTICLE 7.1.7
                       (Forcemajeure)
     (1}Non-perforrnance by a party is excused if that party proves
that the non-pembrrnance was due to an impediment beyond its
control and that it could not reasonably be expected to have taken the
impediment into account at the time of the cenclusion of the contraet
or to have avoided or overcome it or its consequences.
     (2)When the impediment is only temporary, the excuse shall
have effect for such period as is reasonable having regard to the effect
of the impediment on the perfbrmance of the contract.
     (3)The party who fails to pe.rfbrm'must give notice to the other
party of the impediment and its effbct on its ability to perfbrm. If the
notice is not received by the other party within a reasonable time after
the party who fails to perform knew or ought to have known of the
impediment, it is liable for damages resulting from such non-receipt.
     (4}Nothing in this article prevents a party from exercising a right
to terminate the contract or to withhold performance or request
interest on money due.
SEcTtoN 2: RIGHT To pERFdmmcE
                       ARTICLE 7.2.1
              (Perfbrmanceofmonetaryobligation)
     Where a party who is obliged to pay money does not do so,
other party may require payment.
the
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                       ARTICLE 7.2.2
            (Perforrrianceofnon-monetaryobligation)
     Where a party who owes an obligation other than one to pay
money does not perfbrm, the other party rnay require perfbrmancei
                                                             ''unless'' '
                                          '                  '   a. perforrnance is impossible in lavi or in fact;
                                                   ''           t ttt         b. perforrnance or, where relevant, enforcemen  is
             unreasonably burdensome or expensive;
          c. the party entitled to perfbrmance may reasonably
             obtain perfbrmance from another source;
          d. performance is of an exclusively personal character; or
          e. the party entitled to Performance does not require
             perforrnance within a reasonable time after it has, or
             ought to have, become aware of the non-performance.
                      ARTICLE 7.2.3
        ( Repair and replacement of defective per fbrrriance )
     The right to perfbrrnance includes in appropriate cases the right
to require repair, replacement, or other cure of defective perfbrrnance.
The provisions of Anicle 7.2.1 and 7.2.2 apply accordingly.
                       ARTrCLE 7.2.4
                      (Judicialpenalty)
     (1}Where the court orders a party to perform, it may also direct
that this party pay a penalty if it does not comply with the order.
     (2)The penalty shall be paid to the aggrieved party unless
mandatory provisions of the law of the forum provide otheryvise,
Payment of the penalty to the aggrieved party does not exclude any
clairn for darnages.
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                      ARTICLE 7.2.5
                     (Changeofremedy)
     (1)An aggrieved party who has required perfbimance of non-
monetary obligation and who has not received perfbrmance within a
period fixed or otherwise within a reasonable period of time may
invoke any other remedy.
                 '   ' (2)Where the decision of a court for perfbrrnance of a non-
monetary obligation cannot be enforced, the aggrieved party may
invoke any other remedy.
                 SECTION3:.TERINelNAfrlON
                      ARTICLE 7.3.1
               (Righttoterrriinatethecontract)
     (1)A party may terrninate the contract where the failure of the
other party to perforrn an obligation under the contract amounts to a
                              'fundamental non-performance. .
                                     '  (2)In determining whether a failure to perfbrm an obligation
                       'amounts to a fundamental non-performance regard shall be had, in
particular,towhether , ' '-. -                                         ''     '   ttt          a. the ndn-performance substantially deprives the
            aggrieved party of what it was entitled to expect under
            the contract unless the other party did not foresee and
            could not reasonably have foreseen such result;
          b. strict compliance with the obligation which has not
            been perfbrmed is of essence under the contract;
          c. the non-perforrnance is intentional or reckless;
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          d. the non-perfbrmance gives the aggrieved party reason
             to believe that it cannot rely on the other party's future
             performance;
          e. the non-performance partzsr will suffer disproportionate
             loss as a resu!t ofthe preparation or per[fbrmanee if the
        . contractisterrninated.
          tt(3)In case of delay the aggrieved partiy may also terminate the
contract if the other party fails to perfbrm before the tme allowed it
underArticle7.1.5hasexpired. ･ '･ '',1
                   ' ARTrCLE7.3.2
                       (Noticeoftermination)
      {1)The right of a party to terminate the contraet is exercised by
notice to the other party.
      (2)If performance has been offered late or otherwise does not
conform to the ¢ontract the aggrieved party wil1 lose its right to
terminate the contract unless it gives notice of the other party within a
reasonable time after it has or ought to have become aware of the offer
or of the non-conforming perfbrmance.
                          ARTICLE 7.3.3
                   (Anticipatory non-performance)
      Where prior to the date for perfbrmance by one of the parties it
is clear that there wi11 be a fundamental non-performance by that
party, the other party may tenminate the contract.
                          ARTICLE 7.3.4
               (Adequate assurance of due performance)
1:
I
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      A party who reasonably believes that there will be a
fundamental non-performance by the other party may demand '
adequate assurance of due perfbrmance and may meanwhile withhold
its own performance. Where this assurance is not provided within a
reasonable time the party demanding it may terminate the contract.
                          ARTICLE 7.3.5
                   (Effectsofterminationingeneral)
      {1)Termination of the contract releases both parties from their
obligation to effect and to receive future performance.
      (2)Termination does not preclude a clairn for damages for non-
perfbrmance.
      (3)Termination does not affect any provision in the contract fbr
the settlement of disputes or any.other' term of the contract which is
to operate even after termination.
                          ARTICLE 7.3.6
                           (Restitution)
      (1)On terrnination of the contract either party may claim
restitution of whatever it has supplied, provided that such. party
                                    '                    'concurrently rnakes restitution of whatever it has receive4. If
                                                   ttrestitution in kmd is not possible or appropriate allowance should be
madeinmoneywheneverreasonable. . ,
      (2}However, if perfbrrnance of the contract has extended over a
period of time and the contract is divisible, such restitution can only
be claimed for the period after termination has taken effect.
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SECTION4:DAMAGES
 ARTICLE 7.4.1
( Right to damages}
      Any non-perfbrmance gives the aggrieved party a right to
                                                           'damages either exclusively or in cong'unction with any other re'medies'
                                                 ''          '    '  t.         '.except where the non-perfbrrnance is excused under these Principles.
  ARTICLE 7.4.2
(Full compensation)
      (1)The aggrieved party is entitled to full compensation for harm
                                 'sustained as a result of the non-performance. Such harrn inclades
                          'both any loss which it suffered and any gain of which it was deprived,
taking into account any gain to the aggrieved party resulting from its
                            /avoidanceofcostorharm. '
      (2)Such harm may be non-pe¢uniary and incrudes, for
instance, physical suffering or emotional distress.
 ARTICLE 7.".3
(Certainty of harrn)
      (1)Compensation is due only for harm, including future harm,
that is established with a reasonable degree of certainty.
      (2)Compensation rnay be due for the loss of chance in
proportion to the probabMty of its occurrence.
      (3)Where the amount of damages cannot be established with a
sufficient degree of certainty, the assessment is at the discretion of the
court.
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                             ARTICLE 7.4.4
                         (Foresee ability of harm)
        The non-perfbrming party is liable only for harrn which it
  foresaw or could reasonably have foreseen at the time of the
  conclusion of the contract as being likely to result from its non-
  perfbrmance.
                            ARTICLE 7.4.5
             (Proofofhqrmincaseofreplacementtransaction)
        Where the aggrieved party has terminated the contract and has
  made a replacement transaction within a reasonable.time and in a
  reasonable rnanner it may recover the difference between the contract
  price and the pric.e of the replacemept transaction as well as damages
  for any further harrn.
                            ARTICLE 7.4.6
                     (Proofofharmbycurrentprice)
        (1)Where the aggrieved party has terminated the contract and
 has not made a replacement transaction but there is a current price
 for the perfbrmance contracted, it may recover the difference betweep                      ttthe contract price and the price current at the tirne the contract is
.terTninatedaswellasdamagesforanyfurtherharin.. '. .
'    ' (2)Current price is the price generally charged for g6ods
 delivered or services rendered in comparable circumstances at the
 place where the contract should have been performed or, if there is no
 current price at that place, the current price at such other place that
 appears reasonable to take as a reference.
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                          ARTICLE 7.4.7
                 (Harm due in part to aggrieved party)
      Where the harm is due in part to an act or omission of the
aggrieved party or to another event as to which that party bears the
   'risk, the amount of damages shall be reduced to the extent that these
        '3aCcthOroSfhthaeVepaCrtiOletns'.bUted t  the harrn) having regard to the conduct of -'
                          ARTICLE 7.4.8
                        (Mitigationofharzm)
      (1)The non-performing party is not liable for harrn suffered by
the aggrieved party to the extent that the harm could have been
reduced by the latter party's taking reasonable steps.
      (2)The aggrieved party is entitled to recover any expenses
reasonably incurred in atternpting tb reduce the harrn.
                          ARTICLE 7.4.9
                  (Interest for failure to pay rnoney)
      (1)If a party does not pay a sum of rnoney when it falls due the
aggrieved party is entitled to interest upon that sum from the time
when payment is due to the time of payment whether or not the non-
payment is excused.
      (2)The rate of interest shall be the average bank short-term
lending rate to prime borrowers prevailing for the currency of payment
at the place for payment, or where no such rate existS at that place,
then the same rate in the State of the currency of payment. In the
absence of such a rate at either place the rate of interest shal1 be the
appropriate rate fixed by the law of the State of the currency of
payment.
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              .
        {3)The aggrieved party is entitled to additional damages if the
 non-payment caused it a greater harm.
                           ARfrlCLE 7.4.10
                         (Interest on damages)
        Unless otherwise agreed, interest on damages for non-
 monetary obligations accrues as from the time of non-performance.･
                           ARTICLE 7.4.11
                      (Manner of monetary redress)
       (1)Damages are to be paid in a lump sum. However, they may
 be payable in installments where the nature of the harm makes this
 appropnate. .1
       (2)Damages to be paid in installments rnay be indexed.
                           ARfl'ICLE 7.4.12
                 (Currency in which to assess darnages}
       Damages are to be assessed either in the currency in which the
 monetary obiigation was expressed or in the currency in which tzhe
,harmwassuffered,whicheverismoreappropriate.- . ..
                                                             '' 'tt        '                                          '                  ttt    '         ''            '   '                                '      '   '     '           '          ･ ARTICLE7.4.13. . '              ''                         '                        t t.        '' (Agreedpaymentfbrnon-perfbrmance)
                                             '       (1)When the contract provides that a party who does not
 perfonm is to pay a specfied sum to the aggrieved party for such non-
 perfbrmance, the aggrieved party is entitled to that sum irrespective of
 its actual harm.
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                  '
       (2)However, notwithstanding any agreement to the contrary the
specified sum may be reduced to a reasonable arnount where it is
grossly excessive in relation to' the harrn resulting from the non-
perfbrmance and to the other circurr.].stances.
                                ''tt tt tt
   '            '  tt ttttt                         '        '                    '  '                                                  ''             ' '           ''ttttt                                       '        '                     ''             '                            t.'      '           tt              '
